UK students transferring in more than 67 credit hours from a 2-year institution will be flagged on the degree audit as incomplete.

The requirement “67 Hour Limit from 2-Year Colleges” will be listed under the “Graduation” area and identifies both how many hours over the 67-hour threshold the student is and all coursework marked from 2-year institutions.
Though the transcript will already reflect the exclusion of the excess hours, advisors must request the GPS team to mark the requirement as complete.

When determining which courses to exclude from applying for the student’s degree, advisors may reference the last requirement listed in the “Graduation” area as “Excess Courses.” This requirement lists coursework not currently being utilized to complete any degree requirement.
Send the UK equivalent course names to be excluded to the GPS team at 

TEAM-GPS@lsv.uky.edu

and our team will notify you when this has been processed.

The excluded coursework will now appear under a new requirement, “Courses Not Relevant to Degree,” and will not be allowed to apply to any requirement on the audit.